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Abstract
An all-coupling variational calculation based on Lee–Low–Pines–Huybrechts (LLPH) theory is performed to study the ground state and the first
excited state in an asymmetric polar semiconductor quantum wire that is valid for the entire range of the electron–phonon coupling constant and
arbitrary confinement length. It is shown that the polaronic effects are very important and size dependent, if the effective width of the wire is
reduced below a certain length scale. It is also shown that asymmetry in a quantum wire can be used as an extra parameter to increase the stability
of the polaron. Finally the theory is applied to a realistic CdS quantum wire.
q 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Interest in low-dimensional systems has continued unabated
for about the last two decades with the advent of more and
more sophisticated microfabrication techniques for material
growth at the nanoscale. Among the several interesting
nanomaterials available today, the one’s that have attracted
particular attention are zero-dimensional systems or quantum
dots [1–4], quantum wires [5], quantum strips [6], quantum
discs [7], and quasi-one-dimensional systems like carbon
nanotubes [8,9]. These systems are interesting both from the
point of view of fundamental physics for they provide a unique
opportunity in terms of a tiny laboratory to test the important
predictions of quantum mechanics and also for their potential
applications in opto-electronic devices like quantum dot lasers
[10], ultra-fast systems like quantum computers and in
microelectronic semiconductor devices like single electron
transistors [3].
In the present paper, we shall be interested in a quantum
wire. In a quantum wire, the electron’s motion is free along0038-1098/$ - see front matter q 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ssc.2006.03.014
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the length is confined. Therefore, the energy levels
corresponding to electron’s motion in the plane normal to
the length of the wire are highly quantized and because of
this quantization quantum wires are expected to show
pronounced quantum effects. Associated with every sharp
and discrete energy level however there is a band of quasi-
continuous energy levels arising from the free motion of the
electron along the length of the wire, which may be referred
to as subbands. Since most of the quantum wire structures
available today are made of polar semiconductors, one
expects that electron-longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon inter-
action will have pronounced effects on the electronic states
of a polar quantum wire and furthermore these effects should
be size-dependent and therefore tunable. Quite a few
investigations [11,12] have already been made to study the
polaronic effects in symmetric quantum wires with different
kinds of confining potentials and using different methods.
Probably it is worth mentioning at this point that the study of
the polaronic effects in quantum dots and wires were inspired
by extensive investigations on electron–phonon interactions
effects made in the area of quantum wells of polar
semiconductors in the eighties (see [13] and references
therein). There have also been a host of investigations on
several other aspects of quantum well structures (see [14]
and references therein).Solid State Communications 138 (2006) 285–289www.elsevier.com/locate/ssc
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now available for making quantum dots and quantum wires,
fabrication of perfectly symmetric quantum wires is always a
difficult problem. Incidentally, however, this difficulty can
sometimes appear as a boon in disguise because the inherent
asymmetry in the wire can at times be used to our advantage
technologically because it offers one more tunable parameter in
hand to harvest a lot of new and rich class of physical
phenomena. Many authors [15] have studied different effects in
asymmetric quantum wires. However, to our knowledge, very
few investigations [16] have been made so far on the polaronic
effect in asymmetric quantum wires. The purpose of the present
paper is to study the polaronic effect in an asymmetric quantum
wire for the entire range of the electron–phonon coupling
constant and for arbitrary confinement.2. The model and formulation
The hamiltonian for an electron of Bloch mass m moving
freely in the z-direction with an asymmetric parabolic
confinement in the x and y directions with frequencies ux and
uy and interacting with the LO phonons of dispersionless
frequency u0 may be written by modifying the Fro¨hlich
hamiltonian [17] as
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where we have chosen the Feynman units [18] in which ZZ
mZu0Z1. Here, (x,y,z) refers to the electron’s position
coordinates, bðq†ðbðqÞ is the creation (annihilation) operator
for an LO phonon of wave vector ðq with frequency u0 and
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phonon coupling constant. We note that the total crystal
momentum operator ð^PZKi ðVC
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with the Hamiltonian (1), though the z-component ðPzZ
Kiðv=vzÞCPðq qzb†qbq does, i.e. ½P^z;HZ0. P^z is thus a
conserved quantity. Therefore, one can define an effective
mass of the polaron along the z-direction, which may be
referred to as the longitudinal effective mass.
We seek an all-coupling variational solution of (1) and use a
variant of the celebrated Lee–Low–Pines (LLP) transformation
method [19], namely the Lee–Low–Pines–Huybrechts (LLPH)
technique [20]. Within the framework of the LLPH method we
choose the trial wave function as
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where ax, ay, az, fq, f

q are the variational parameters, j0i is the
unperturbed zero-phonon state and FððrÞ is the electronic wave
function that will be chosen later. The energy is of course given
by EZhJjHjJi. This procedure reduces to the LLP method if
we take axZayZ1Zaz, which provides a good description in
the extended state limit. In the other limit, i.e. in the adiabaticcase or the localized state limit, one chooses axZayZ0Zaz,
which is as expected equivalent to the Landau–Pekar method
[17]. By treating ax, ay and az as variational parameters in the
range (0,1), one can thus have a description for the entire
coupling parameter space.
For the ground state (GS) we choose the electronic function
FððrÞ as
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where mx, my, mz and p0 are the variational parameters. We now
minimize the functional
JGSZ hJGSjHjJGSiKu0hJGSjP^zjJGSi (4)
with respect to the variational parameters ax, ay, az, mx, my, mz, fq
and p0. Here jJGSi is given by (2) with jFiZjFGSi and u0 is the
Lagrange multiplier which can be identified as the polaron
velocity in the z-direction. Minimizing JGS with respect to p0
and fqðh f ð0Þq Þ and expanding the energy in powers of u0 we
arrive at the expressions for the polaron GS energy and the
polaron effective mass as
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Here ax, ay, az, mx, my, mz, are the six variational parameters
that have to be obtained by minimizing EGS with respect to
them.
We take the first excited state electronic wave function as
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Let jJESi be the excited state (ES) polaron wave function
given by (2) with jFiZjFESi. We shall take p1Zp0 so that the
ES wave function is orthogonal to the GS wave function. For
the excited state we write axZa
0
x, ayZa
0
y, azZa
0
z and fqZ f
ð1Þ
q
to distinguish them from the corresponding GS parameters. We
now minimize the functional
JESZ hJESjðHKu1P^zÞjJESi (8)
with respect to p1 and f
ð1Þ
q . Here u1 is the Langrange multiplier,
which as before can be identified as polaron velocity. After
some simplifications the ES polaron energy can be written as
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Fig. 2. The GS polaron binding energy (in Feynman units) for an asymmetric
quantum wire for aZ1.0, 3.0, 5.0.
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where m0x;m0y;m0z, a0x; a0y; a0z are the variational parameters which
can be obtained by minimizing EES numerically with respect to
them.
In the limiting case of symmetric confinement, i.e. for uxZ
uy, we can take mxZmy and axZay for the GS and m
0
xZm
0
y and
a0xZa0y for the excited state and we then get back the results for
a polaron in a symmetric quantum wire.
3. Numerical results
It is customary to define the dimensionless effective
confinement lengths in the x and y directions as lxZ1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ux
p
and lyZ1=
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p
. The ground state polaronic correction can then
be written as
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The negative ofDEGS can be called the polaron binding energy,
BEGS.
We have taken lyZ0.5 for all our calculations. In Fig. 1, we
have plotted the ground state polaron binding energy as a
function of lx for an asymmetric quantum wire for aZ10. In the
same plot we have compared our LLPH results with that of a
corresponding symmetric quantum wire and the Landau–Pekar
(LP) results of Zhou and Gu [16]. It is clearly evident that our
LLPH results are far better than the LP results. Furthermore, so
far as lx remains greater than 0.5, the polaron binding energy
for the asymmetric wire continues to be larger than that for the
symmetric wire [12]. This is easy to understand because0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
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Fig. 1. The GS polaron binding energy (in Feynman units) for an asymmetric
quantum wire for aZ10.0 according to the LLPH method. The results for a
corresponding symmetric wire [12] are plotted for the sake of comparison. The
LP results of Zhou and Gu [16] are also shown for comparison.reduction in the confinement length in any direction increases
the polaron binding energy. Of course, the polaronic energy in
general increases as the confinements become stronger and
stronger.
In Fig. 2, we have shown the GS polaron binding energy for
an asymmetric quantum wire for three intermediate coupling
values, aZ1, 3, 5. However, in this coupling region no other
results are available in the literature and therefore we could not
make any comparison. In Fig. 3, we have plotted the GS
effective mass for arbitrary confinement length lx. The effective
mass increases very rapidly as we decrease the confinement
length below a certain value. Furthermore, the effective mass
for the asymmetric wire is larger than the symmetric wire for
the range of values we have considered. In Fig. 4, we have
plotted the first excited state binding energy as a function of lx.0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
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Fig. 3. The effective mass of a polaron in an asymmetric quantum wire for aZ
10.0 according to the LLPH method. Results for the corresponding symmetric
wire [12] are also shown for comparison.
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Fig. 4. The ES polaron binding energy (in Feynman units) for an asymmetric
quantum wire for aZ10.0. Results for a corresponding symmetric wire [12] are
plotted for the sake of comparison. The LP results of Zhou and Gu [16] are also
shown.
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binding energy in the case of an asymmetric quantum wire is
larger than that for the symmetric quantum wire [12].
Furthermore, comparison with the LP result of Zhou and Gu
[16] shows that the present (LLPH) results are much better.
It would be worthwhile to obtain results for a realistic polar
semiconductor asymmetric quantum wire. In Fig. 5, we have,
therefore, plotted the GS polaron binding energy for a CdS
quantum wire as a function of the confinement length in real
units. We have also compared our result with that of a
symmetric CdS quantum wire [12]. One can easily infer from
the crossing of the two curves of the figure that the polaron
binding energy in an asymmetric quantum wire can be
substantially increased if the confinement length in any of
the two transverse directions is reduced and this increase in the
polaron binding energy should be measurable as it falls in
the infrared range for reasonable nanoscale dimensions in the
transverse directions.0 10 15 20 25 30
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Fig. 5. The polaron binding energy for an asymmetric CdS quantum wire. The
results for a symmetric quantum wire [12] are also shown for comparison.4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have obtained the ground and the first
excited state energies and the GS effective mass of a polaron
in an asymmetric quantum wire of a polar semiconductor
using the all-coupling LLPH variational theory. We have
shown that the polaron binding energies can be enhanced
substantially by reducing the confinement length in one or
both the transverse directions. In fact, the increase in the
polaron binding energies becomes very rapid below a certain
width of the wire. This effect is even more prominent in the
case of the polaron effective mass. To verify the efficacy of
our method we have compared our energy results with the
Landau–Pekar results of Zhou and Gu and have shown that
our results are much more stable. We have also applied our
results to the realistic case of CdS quantum wire and have
shown that even by reducing the dimension in one of the
transverse directions one can achieve pronounced enhance-
ment in the polaron binding energy in this system, which is
measurable.
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